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To speak, as people often do, of the “impact” of… the automobile upon society
makes little more sense, by now, than to speak of the impact of the bone
structure on the human body.
-- Leo Marx 1
Cars are central to modern life the world over.2 When ownership and use of cars becomes
widespread in a society – decades ago in most of the western world; more recently in China,
India, and many other countries – we can identify substantial change: its centrality to economic
activity and growth, transformation of land use and community development patterns,
alterations to the rhythms of daily life, novel threats to individual safety, and of course its
devastating effect on climate and environmental quality, are only among the most evident.
The significance of cars in contemporary societies cannot be understood if our attention is
focused narrowly upon the vehicles themselves. They must be recognized as a central
embedded component in a material practice that many have come to call “automobility:” an
inclusive term that encompasses the roads and highways, parking structures, driveways and
garages, traffic laws and enforcement, gas stations, refineries, dealerships and manufacturers,
transformed urban, suburban, and rural forms and landscapes, and many other material
components that are integral to driving an individual automobile. But automobility signifies
more than this; also essential are imagery and attitudes toward driving and car culture,
perceptions of space and speed and of the relation between technological innovation and
cultural change, and the ways these intersect with social relations of gender, race, and class, as
well as political discourse. 3 The material practice of automobility, in other words, is inextricably
infused with cultural attitudes, associations, and perceptions. While analytically separable, the
physical and cultural aspects are entwined in automobility itself. It is because automobility is
absolutely integral to modern societies that Leo Marx’s epigraph is so apt. There is a growing
literature on it by sociologists, historians, scholars of cultural studies, transportation planners,
and a few political scientists. Yet automobility has rarely been the explicit subject of political
theory. 4
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The entanglement of motorized vehicles and individual freedom can be found in the very
etymology of “automobile;” the Oxford English Dictionary identifies the earliest definition as an
adjective meaning “self-moving.” It seems noteworthy that the “self,” here, might be aptly
understood as applied either to the vehicle or to the driver. My premise in this chapter is that
the material practice of automobility is integral to our contemporary conceptions of individual
freedom, and so reflection on automobility can and should inform critical discussions of this
freedom. Familiar liberal and republican conceptions remain abstracted from practice in ways
that make it difficult to garner insight into automobility. As a result, rather than beginning with
such theories and then seeking to apply them to automobility, my aim is to examine
automobility and freedom together. In what ways does the ubiquitous practice of automobility
– one in which we participate whether we drive or not -- shape understandings of individual
freedom and how does this understanding create both constraints and opportunities for critical
evaluation of automobility itself? I leave it to others to contest and sort out whether and how
the sort of discussion of automobility and freedom pursued here might re-engage with
established discourse on the latter.
On the one hand, automobility generates a tremendously flexible – and often appealing -source of mobility, privacy, and independence. On the other hand, it can be understood as a
coercive practice that consumes massive amounts of space, requires lengthy commutes,
increases dependence among youth, elderly, and others unable to drive or without access to a
vehicle, relies upon extensive state surveillance, harms or eliminates environmental options for
future generations, and structures patterns of living, working, and playing that often preclude
many from more than nominal use of alternatives even where these are available. I seek to take
seriously both these perspectives on freedom – in turn – here.
I.

The View of “Auto-freedom”
The cowboy spirit is about freedom, about going places and about answering to
no one. The automobile not only embodies that spirit, it gives it life.
-- Matt DeLorenzo, Editor-In-Chief, Road and Track magazine 5

My aim in this section is to sketch, fairly, four senses in which automobility enables individual
freedom. I do not present these arguments as inherently convincing or shared by all, but I also
do not intend to construct straw-man arguments. While I raise crucial challenges for these
manifestations of freedom in a later section, the challenges cannot be adequately appreciated
unless we first take these manifestations seriously. That is, the challenge of developing
resonant, engaged criticisms requires that we first truly recognize these influential, if often
under-articulated, freedoms.
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To take them seriously means that we cannot simply position ourselves as outsiders and dismiss
them as “false consciousness.” 6 Conversely, although I will have little to say about it here,
nothing in this section is meant to naturalize this dominant view of freedom. That is, nothing
here ought be viewed as inherently inconsistent with an empirical account of the rise of
automobility’s dominance that describes a heavy hand of the state and capitalist interests in
structuring a particular model of economic development and of the built environment that
reinforces this view of auto-freedom, nor is it inconsistent to describe the multiplicity of ways in
which popular culture reinforces this view. 7 I label four aspects of auto-freedom that I
consider here: identity, control, market preferences, and human flourishing.
a. Identity
Not too long ago, I whiled away a couple hours waiting in a state government office, reading an
especially critical and persuasive book on the politics of automobility. And yet, the experience
couldn’t have been more disorienting: the office was the Department of Motor Vehicles; I was
there waiting for my 16-year-old son to take, and ultimately pass, his driver’s license exam.
Persuasive though it was, nothing in this book could counter Jake’s enthusiasm: for him, as for
many US teens in the past several generations, obtaining a driver’s license is a vitally important
rite of passage. Although as adults we might readily overlook or dismiss it, the exam itself
requires a demonstration of knowledge and skill and – in a sense – an independent evaluation
of maturity; passage reflects a mastery of complex and sometimes arcane state laws as well as
demonstration of driving skill witnessed and evaluated by agents of the state. The license
reflects a key step toward full, adult involvement in society – and a substantial means of escape
from parental surveillance. A license to drive wasn’t the only thing that Jake wanted. To truly
obtain the independence he has sought required, in his opinion, not merely a license, but a
vehicle – something that took much longer. Where driving has been viewed as a key form of
social participation, then the converse also seems true: Chella Rajan argues that “anyone
incapable of owning and driving a car in present day North America has to be seen as lacking all
the capacities and capabilities of citizenship.” 8
As a driver, in the words of Cotten Seiler, one has “opportunities for the spectacular expression
of freedom and autonomy so affirming to the individualist.” 9 And that freedom is a central
form of adult participation in many countries beyond North America. Even in relatively compact
European countries with extensive public transit, the connection between driving and freedom
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is frequently made. Danish mobility scholar Malene Freudendal-Pedersen summarizes her
empirical research:
When the interviewees were each asked why they have a car, the answers given
had the same theme: ‘I love the feeling of freedom’ or ‘it is simply the freedom
and the time you save’ or ‘it gives me so much extra freedom to have the car’ or
‘when you’re 18 you almost live in your car. We could do things – it was
freedom.’ 10
Yet while a license is a form of social involvement and driving may be seen as a capability of
citizenship, participation in the system of automobility is not manifest as a form of public
engagement. Instead, as Seiler also notes, it is manifest as withdrawal from politics, “oriented
toward ‘a display of energy’ – movement and consumption in lieu of democratic
entanglement.” 11
Cars themselves have also been important forms of self-expression and expression of group
identity. We’ve come a long way from Henry Ford’s proclamation that “Any customer can have
a car painted any colour that he wants so long as it is black.” 12 Manufacturers, of course, have
become increasingly sophisticated in producing an array of colors, sizes, and styles that are
advertised and marketed to distinct demographic identities and embraced by many as an
expression of such identities. Additionally, a history of car subcultures engaged in detailing and
customizing vehicles has existed at least since the 1960s: “largely white and working-class ‘hot
rod’ or ‘stock car’ enthusiasts and Chicano/Latino and African American ‘lowriders,’ as well as
the more recent Asian-American ‘import street racer’ culture, illustrate the dominance of
automobility even in the fashioning of distinctive ‘ethnopolitical identit[ies].’” 13
b. Control
Cars offer seemingly substantial flexibility, privacy, and control – all closely tied to notions of
individual freedom. To drive is to not be bound to a train or bus schedule, nor to the fixed
routes that they travel on. Unlike walking or bicycling, which also allow for this flexibility,
driving insulates one from the weather and often (but definitely not always) allows for
movement across greater distances more quickly. Driving can allow me to go where I want,
when I want to – day or night, summer or winter, rain or shine. Perhaps it is not surprising,
then, that at least in the US it is “the most automobile-like public transit mode, taxicabs, [that]
already carries more passengers than all other kinds of public transit… put together.” 14
Cars allow us to control our interior environment – both to keep out the external elements and
to adjust temperature and seating to our preferences. Driving also allows for substantial control
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over where we live, work, shop, and play. Again, one of Freudendal-Pedersen’s Danish
informants is valuable for identifying this as more than North American exceptionalism:
‘Cars take you exactly where you want to go. You can take a detour and then
drive 3km down a road, and jump out on a deserted beach, where there is no
one else. One feels a certain power when driving a car: this is why people love it
– power and freedom.’ 15
Loren Lomasky – in a philosophical defense of driving – summarizes this element of control
hyperbolically yet with considerable insight:
In the latter part of the twentieth century, being a self-mover entails, to a
significant extent, being a motorist. Because we have cars we can, more than any
other people in history, choose where we will live and where we will work, and
separate these two choices from each other. We can more easily avail ourselves
of near and distant pleasures, at a schedule tailored to individual preference. In
our choice of friends and associates, we are less constrained by accidents of
geographical proximity. In our comings and goings, we depend less on the
concurrence of others. We have more capacity to gain observational experience
of an extended immediate environment. And for all of the preceding options,
access is far more open and democratic than it was in preautomobile eras.
Arguably, only the printing press (and perhaps within a few more years the
microchip) rivals the automobile as an autonomy enhancing contrivance of
technology. 16
There are also important senses in which the control enabled by automobility has challenged
hierarchies, and constrained discrimination based on gender, race, and class. “Despite the
violence and intimidation directed toward black drivers,” Cotton Seiler observes of the US in
the first half of the twentieth century, “the road… to some degree provided a space where the
everyday discrimination and coercion African Americans faced in other public spaces – in
stores, theaters, public buildings, and restaurants, for example or on sidewalks and public
transportation – could be blunted, circumvented, and even avenged.” 17 This became more
salient, he argues, with the rise of anonymous, place-less, limited-access interstate highways
beginning in the later 1950s. 18
Car ownership and the freedom to drive have also often been viewed as empowering for
women. The movement to legalize women driving in Saudi Arabia indicates the attractions of
such freedom in places where it does not exist.19 More generally, robust cross-national
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evidence demonstrates that registration and ownership of cars is predominantly male (e.g.,
64% in the US; 75% in Sweden)20 and that men drive considerably more – and for different
purposes – than women.21 Many conclude that this inequity is a constraint to be overcome,
since as one feminist scholar put it, “mobility and control over mobility both reflect and
reinforce power.” 22
c. Expressed preference in the marketplace
Industry analysts have long referred to a “saturation point” for motor vehicle sales. Previously
defined as one vehicle per household, it is now defined as a point where every driver has access
to one. By that definition, the US today is over-saturated: there are more cars than there are
licensed drivers.23 Moreover, only about 2 percent of passenger trips utilize public transit in
the US. 24 Again, the US is at the end of the spectrum in this regard, but the same trend can be
found in a diverse array of societies. In European countries with both public policy and societal
characteristics that favor public transit and bicycles over cars – costly fuel, excellent transit
systems and bicycle infrastructure, and high population density – cars nonetheless now account
for 80 percent of travel.25 China’s dramatic growth rate over the past two decades has reached
120 million passenger cars in 2013 (and 240 million vehicles overall) and is projected to add an
additional 100 million over each of the next several decades. 26 Such projections are often
presented as though they are describing a spontaneous natural phenomenon. China’s history of
state control over the economy and its continued constraints on political freedom make the
recent explosion of driving and cars appear as the eruption of pent-up natural desire in spite of
these limits. All this seems to reinforce the assertion of economist Charles Lave over two
decades ago that “people increasingly and relentlessly choose the automobile over other forms
of transportation.” 27
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The sense that automobility is a reflection of consumer demand manifests another
contemporary association of cars and freedom. The global growth of car-centric transportation
systems is seen here as a response to the free choices of sovereign consumers in the
marketplace. Such choice extends not just to vehicles themselves, but to the lower density,
sprawling landscape of development that complements driving and is therefore an integral
component of automobility.
A consequence of this naturalistic perspective on the global growth of automobility is that the
search for structural alternatives to this growth, in the form of public transit and higher density
in-fill development, can readily be presented as paternalist or elitist. As a satirist, libertarian P.J.
O’Rourke overstates the case, but it nonetheless remains salient to many: “Why do politicians
love trains? Because they can tell where the tracks go. They know where everybody’s going. It’s
all about control. It is all about power… Politicians hate cars… because cars make people
free.” 28
d. Human Flourishing
The desire for more mobility is human nature.
-- Daniel Sperling and Deborah Gordon 29
The vast majority of trips taken with a car were not taken prior to its availability and could not
be taken without it today. 30 This is a crucial point, as it defies arguments that better public
transit infrastructure could, by itself, dramatically reverse automobility. Yet those added trips
have enabled greater choice regarding where one lives and where one works, which need not
be in close proximity either to each other or to a transit line. They allow for easier exit in search
of better schools for one’s children and they help accommodate the scheduling challenges of
households with two wage-earning adults. They enable travel with less advanced planning and
enable vacationing in more diverse and less congested locations. In all these senses, increased
mobility appears to increase individual freedom. It is not merely the absence of restriction, or
freedom of movement (a potential that need not be actualized; sometimes termed “motility” 31)
that is valued and sought to be maximized here, but freedom as movement (mobility itself). It is
the new trips that automobility enables us to take that are often regarded as increasing
opportunities for human flourishing. 32
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Whereas the earlier manifestations of “auto-freedom” discussed here focused upon the
instrumental value of automobility to individual freedom, if it can be persuasively linked to
human flourishing itself, then the increased mobility that automobility enables could be argued
to have intrinsic value. Lomasky argues that “…automobile transport is a good for people in
virtue of its intrinsic features. Automobility has value because it extends the scope and
magnitude of self direction.” 33
On the one hand, then, the argument for linking automobility to human flourishing itself is the
most ambitious of the arguments outlined in this section and has the potential to encompass all
of them. On the other, it most clearly brings to the fore those core questions about the nature
of the good life. To the extent that we wish to engage critically the notion of auto-freedom
sketched to this point in the chapter, it is ultimately the argument that allows the greatest
leverage.
II.

Challenges of Automobility

Even ardent defenders of automobility concede that there are challenges. As James Dunn
acknowledges,
The automobile is the solution to most Americans’ transportation needs. But its
very success has generated serious problems – most notably, congestion,
pollution, and energy inefficiency – that need to be addressed by public policy. 34
In Dunn’s formulation, these problems are negative externalities that can and should be
mitigated without fundamentally altering the system of automobility itself. Yet the challenges
are so extensive and intensive that it must remain an open question, at this point, how they
might be addressed. Here, my aim is simply to catalog a number of these challenges in order
that we can subsequently explore approaches to change.
The problems acknowledged by Dunn certainly are among the most discussed and visible. The
amount of time people spend stuck in traffic has become dramatically worse in recent decades
in the US and worldwide. While there has been a plateau in the past several years in some
places, the overall picture is of more people in more places stuck in traffic for longer times. 35
Even though emissions from new cars have been reduced dramatically over the past several
decades, urban air pollution from cars also remains a serious problem due to the increase in
their numbers and in vehicle miles traveled. 36 Finally, automobiles directly constitute about 20
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percent of global emissions of carbon dioxide and other climate change gases; considerably
more in the US. 37
In addition to these high-profile problems associated with cars, we must add others: the
relative immobility and dependence of non-drivers, especially children 38 and a growing elderly
population; 39 the increasing tax burden in many countries to support an aging and sprawling
automobility infrastructure; rising obesity correlated with car-dependent communities; 40 the
tremendous percentage of land devoted to car use (2/3 in Los Angeles); 41 the growing number
of injuries and deaths worldwide, despite dramatic improvements in vehicle safety; 42 and geopolitical tensions, conflicts, and warfare caused or exacerbated by contested access to oil. One
could readily add to this list. 43 Yet it does reinforce the point made by Leo Marx in this
chapter’s epigraph that we are well beyond the point where we can meaningfully speak of the
“impact” of the car on society; these problems and others constitute fabric of our lives and
communities and so the horizon within which political theorizing and strategies for change
must take place.
Many who discuss the practical challenges of automobility characterize the strategies to
address them in a dichotomous manner. Two especially prevalent dichotomies frame the
potential strategies as either technical or political and as either private or public.
a. Changes to Cars vs. Changes to Us
Strategies for change are typically presented as either technical, focused on changes to the car
itself (e.g., hybrid or electric vehicles; improved design for fuel efficiency, safety, emission
control, and recyclability), or they are political, focused on behavioral changes (e.g., promoting
public transit and bicycling, carpooling, etc.) and structural changes to create new options and
remake our communities in ways that reduce reliance on cars. 44
This dichotomy – between changes to cars and changes to us – is often appealing to those who
seek to defend automobility because it seemingly offers one pathway to address problems
through a technical fix – by changing cars – which appears to be consistent with auto-freedom
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and avoids the more contentious sorts of strategies – and the complex interdependencies
inherent in automobility – that appear to threaten this. Thus in 1954 California’s governor could
assert that “smog is a scientific and engineering problem and not a political or legal one.” 45
Much more recently, the editor of Road and Track writes that:
There is no denying that the automobile has a social cost — clean air, use of
resources, accidents. In all fairness, these costs must be weighed against the
benefits — mobility, freedom and independence. Manufacturers have done
much to minimize the car's impact on the environment, energy and safety. Yet,
despite these gains, there are those who can't abide these freedoms. … These
arguments against automobility are cloaked in language about cleaning up the
environment or improving fuel economy. But I believe it's convenient cover for a
larger agenda that would dispense with the widespread use of the automobile —
or at least create an environment where their use is severely curtailed or strictly
controlled. … So, in some quarters, the view of the automobile and the freedom
it confers on the masses have shifted from that of a social good to a necessary
evil. 46
b. Private vs. Public
The decades of explosive global growth of car ownership and miles traveled, in the face of
many practical challenges such as climate change, congestion, and so forth, is often taken as a
classic case of conflict between private desires and the public interest.47
This is true among advocates on both sides of this perceived dichotomy. Thus James Q. Wilson
argued for privileging the private, stating that “the debate between car defenders and car
haters is a debate between private benefits and public goods,” and concludes that this is “no
real debate at all” given “the central fact that people have found cars to be the best means for
getting about.” 48 André Gorz, firmly positioned on the “car hater” side of this debate, also
framed his argument in terms of this public-private divide, simply reversing the polarity and
favoring the public side:
The worst thing about cars is that they are like castles or villas by the sea: luxury
goods invented for the exclusive pleasure of a very rich minority, and which in
conception and nature were never intended for the people. Unlike the vacuum
cleaner, the radio, or the bicycle, which retain their use value when everyone has
one, the car, like a villa by the sea, is only desirable and useful insofar as the
masses don’t have one… For when everyone claims the right to drive…
everything comes to a halt, and the speed of city traffic plummets… 49
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III.

Inside criticism of “auto-freedom”

These dichotomies between changing cars and changing us, as well as that between private
freedom and the public interest, can be useful to a point. Yet they threaten to obscure more
than they illuminate about the challenges of promoting freedom in a society defined by
automobility.
The prospect of a technical fix to cars – the effort to “minimize the car's impact on the
environment, energy and safety,” in the words of the Road and Track editorial – holds the allure
of avoiding threats to individual freedom. Conversely, structural and behavioral changes,
including restrictions on driving, appear to be inherently at odds with auto-freedom. Yet neither
side of this dichotomy is as clear as it seems.
Technical “fixes” have included new safety requirements and equipment, including shoulder
belts, airbags, and requirements for crash-worthiness. They have also included requirements
for catalytic converters to minimize pollutants, outlawing of leaded gasoline, and fuel-efficiency
standards. Vehicles that use hybrid or electric motors or other new fuels and new materials
have also been categorized in this way. Of course, many of these “technical” changes have also
been highly political – both in the sense that they entail active citizen engagement and
contentious public debate about social ends, and in the sense that they result in government
mandates and regulation that constrain the power of auto manufacturers.50
Nor have these “technical fixes” escaped the concern for auto-freedom. In addition to strong
industry opposition, these have, at times, been resisted by consumers in part on the grounds
that they would increase costs. Some – such as emissions testing requirements -- also impose
direct obligations on drivers. James Q. Wilson, whom we have seen positioned himself as a
strong proponent of cars, proposed and celebrated another sort of fix: cameras that monitor
speeding and devices that could measure "the pollution of cars as they move on the highways
and then ticketing the offenders." 51 Whatever one concludes about such surveillance-based
approaches, they clearly cannot be counterpoised to a political approach and are hardly
uncontroversial from the perspective of individual freedom. Equally evident is that these
approaches resist the dichotomization of public and private. Chella Rajan characterizes this as
the “enigma of automobility”:
…cars serve to create privatized space for individual drivers, but driving
propagates socially shared effects that could quite conceivably undermine the
individualist credo of personal vehicle use. 52
Or, as Mathew Paterson summarizes the point, these approaches to the challenges of
automobility “start with simple technological devices but increasingly entail surveillance
50
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techniques and end up with wholesale management down to the level of individual journeys,
driving techniques, practices, and so on.” 53
At the same time, while some changes have proven very successful at “fixing” the particular
problem they were developed to address, others have been overwhelmed by the growth in
overall number of vehicles and miles driven per vehicle. The result has been to mitigate what
would have been an even greater problem, but not to reduce it.54 Because these strategies are
targeted narrowly, they do little to modify other problems. Moreover, a number of challenges
are generated by the sheer volume of traffic (land-use, congestion) and these – by their very
nature – are unlikely to be addressed through changes to the car itself. The technical fix can
appear plausible – and “merely” technical – only by abstracting the car from the system of
automobility within which it exists. Once that immense assemblage with its manifestations of
power is recognized, the complex interdependencies of technical, behavioral, and structural
changes becomes more evident and the challenge less difficult to perceive.
The very terms public and private also seem to be undermined by an automobility landscape.
Vast amounts of space are devoted to car-only environments.55 While these are
predominantly public-funded and maintained roadways and even privately-owned spaces such
as parking lots and garages that guarantee public access, they challenge familiar notions of a
public realm in the sense that they actively exclude or threaten non-drivers and anyone not in a
vehicle. Conversely, drivers are in privately-owned and operated cars, yet their licensing and
behavior is heavily monitored and regulated. 56
In sum, changes to the car appear practically inadequate to the challenges that society faces
from automobility. Moreover, the very concept of limiting our strategies for change to those
that are consistent with private interest and with changes to the technologies of the vehicle
itself, is based upon false dichotomies that obscure more than they illuminate. And yet, as
noted at the outset, we cannot simply dismiss auto-freedom as false consciousness. Such a
move simply feeds the elitist caricature of automobility’s proponents. 57 Thus what is needed is
an immanent critique of the components of auto-freedom outlined in the first section of this
chapter.
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a. Revisiting Identity
I termed the first sense of auto-freedom described above “identity,” and sought to capture
several ways in which being a driver has often facilitated a sense of independence and
established a measure of adult participation in society. The car itself has also created a palette
for individual and cultural expression.
And yet, the state apparatus utilized to train, evaluate, license and monitor new and existing
drivers is one element that weighs on the other side of this scale. Because they are operating a
potentially deadly piece of machinery, automobility leads to a society that also criminalizes the
risk-taking and other potentially foolish or experimental activities that are frequent rites of
passage and can also reflect inherent developmental limitations of teens. Consuming alcohol
and drugs are only the most obvious such activities; showing off for peers, misjudging one’s
level of attention or alertness, responding to a dare, or being seduced by speed, are others.
Freedom for such actions is much easier to tolerate in places where cars are not central. Yet
automobility raises the stakes so substantially that spaces for such freedom are far more
circumscribed and “zero-tolerance” is often the norm.
Structural and peer pressure to own a car also place important constraints upon independence;
again this is reflected among many high-school aged students and young adults who seek out
paid employment, and substantial debt, with the many constraints this imposes, as a means of
securing a car. Ivan Illich long ago captured this dilemma well:
The model American male devotes more than 1,600 hours a year to his car. He
sits in it while it goes and while it stands idling. He parks it and searches for it. He
earns the money to put down on it and to meet the monthly installments. He
works to pay for gasoline, tolls, insurance, taxes, and tickets. He spends four of
his sixteen waking hours on the road or gathering his resources for it. And this
figure does not take into account the time consumed by other activities dictated
by transport: time spent in hospitals, traffic courts, and garages; time spent
watching automobile commercials or attending consumer education meetings to
improve the quality of the next buy. The model American puts in 1,600 hours to
get 7,500 miles: less than five miles per hour. In countries deprived of a
transportation industry, people manage to do the same, walking wherever they
want to go, and they allocate only 3 to 8 per cent of their society's time budget
to traffic instead of 28 per cent. What distinguishes the traffic in rich countries
from the traffic in poor countries is not more mileage per hour of life-time for
the majority, but more hours of compulsory consumption of high doses of
energy, packaged and unequally distributed by the transportation industry. 58
Perhaps Illich’s message is beginning to resonate more widely. In a recent cross-national
comparison of eight postindustrial countries, the authors describe a phenomenon they label
“peak travel:” overall “travel activity has reached a plateau” and “private vehicle use… has
58
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declined in recent years in most of the eight…,” with notable declines in the US and especially
among young drivers.” 59 This is consistent with some evidence that driving is becoming less
integral to late adolescent and young adult identity than it has long been: even rates of
possession of a driver’s license among this group have dropped to its lowest level in half a
century in the US. 60 This is not simply a decline in “car culture,” if that is understood simply as a
spontaneous shift in values or lifestyle preferences. 61 In some measure it reflects the
availability of car-and ride-sharing programs and apps, and the rise of social media as well as
smartphones and mobile electronic devices more generally. It also reflects a generation coming
of age during a period of persistent high gasoline prices and economic hard times – especially
the declining economic fortunes of their own so-called Millennial generation – and high levels
of traffic congestion. Finally, in a number of places, it reflects the renewed attention to
infrastructure for walkable, bikeable, and transit-oriented communities. 62 While analysts
struggle to tease apart the influence and implications of these factors and others, what is clear
and significant is that this represents an opening and an opportunity – for both a new sort of
conversation about cars and freedom and for support and reinforcement of the sorts of
structural changes that make reduced auto-dependence more feasible and more appealing.
b. Revisiting Control
Looking beyond identity, while the car can enable a flexible form of mobility over which the
driver has substantial control, these recent shifts indicate that it is not alone in offering flexible
mobility. Perhaps more evident is that the control it promises in theory is often lacking in
practice. The geographic separations of home, work, shopping, family, and entertainment often
foster a dependence on the car and a frequent inability to avoid lengthy commutes, resource
depletion, and the many other concomitants of living in communities structured around
automobility. A simple example: when driving children to school becomes commonplace, a
barrier to exiting from neighborhood public schools and seeking out others is radically reduced.
The result, in my own community, is that even if one’s child goes to a neighborhood school,
many of their classmates and friends are from other communities. Play-dates, birthday parties,
and other events and gatherings thus require automobile transportation even when attending
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school itself does not. As John Urry puts it, automobility “coerces people into an intense
flexibility.” 63
Of course, it is the car-less whose freedom is most evidently diminished in communities whose
spatial geography is structured to the scale of traffic. Such geography results in greater
dependence by children, the growing population of elderly, and others unable to drive as well
as those who do not own or have regular access to a car. While drivers are frequently
dependent upon their car in these places, non-drivers are largely dependent upon drivers and
non-car owners upon owners. Recognizing these forms of dependence allows us to imagine
alternatives as a strategy for increasing independence and control. Reducing both forms of
dependence can be a result of fostering viable alternative forms of mobility as well as
alternatives to mobility.
This more nuanced understanding of the relationship of freedom-as-control to automobility
positions me to return to the persistent gendered differences in ownership and driving
practices noted earlier. Recognizing these differences, it becomes clear that the notion that an
automobility society enables greater control is one modeled to a greater degree upon the
practices of men than of women. Yet what to make of the consistently reported fact that
women car owners not only drive considerably fewer miles (roughly 25% fewer in the US) and
over a smaller spatial range, but also drive for different purposes than men? That is, in the US
and many other countries, women drive less often, and considerably shorter distances, to work.
They drive more miles and take more frequent trips, however, for purposes related to social
reproduction and care-giving (e.g., grocery shopping, transporting children and elderly,
household errands). 64 On the one hand, consistent with the auto-freedom-as-control view
sketched above, these differences in mobility might reflect a constraint – resulting in less
adequate job opportunities, for instance. On the other hand, these differences might reflect a
choice – one with much promise for envisioning more sustainable patterns of mobility and one
which, again, can be supported and expanded through a wide variety of measures. 65 Where
such measures are understood to facilitate and expand freedom – protecting freedom of
movement (motility) even as they reduce freedom as movement (mobility) – they also become
more broadly resonant and might then become more politically viable.
c. Revisiting Market Preferences
In densely populated urban areas developed prior to the entrenchment of automobility, the car
is a liability for day-to-day needs, yet their frequent use makes the city itself less pleasant to live
in than it would be otherwise and has often led these areas to be remade to better
63
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accommodate traffic. Conversely, cars become more functional and necessary in lower density,
sprawling forms of development. Automobility is at the core of community design in these
places, which devote a massive percentage of land to uses restricted to drivers, cars, and other
related functions, while being unavailable and inaccessible to all others. Such sprawl is thus a
product of automobility, but also a path-dependent prompt to its continuation.66 What results
is a transportation “monoculture” that dramatically constricts choice.67 The market preference
expressed for cars over other forms of mobility can only be understood in this path-dependent
context and not as a reflection of some sort of autonomous decision-making. 68 In a country like
the US, where such a transportation monoculture is the norm, what is striking about the recent
decline in vehicle miles traveled per capita is how much change there has been despite this. A
truer test for the market preference claims for cars would require a much greater proliferation
of both alternate forms of mobility and attractive options for the pursuit of livelihood, social
reproduction, fulfillment, and pleasure within a far more compact area.
d. Automobility and Human Flourishing
Finally, and most broadly, we must struggle to delink freedom from mobility in the sense that
more mobility is necessarily understood to facilitate greater human flourishing. While my
freedom is clearly limited when my movement is restricted, this does not mean that greater
movement is an expression of greater freedom. While I can express my freedom by looking for
a job at some distance from my home, feeling trapped in a long commute can instead seem a
source of un-freedom. The potential freedom expressed in the first instance is an idealized form
that comes without the practical limitations such as the commute, in the same sense that Jake’s
idea of the freedom of having a car came without the actuality of monetary and work
obligations that would finance it. This is not the only sort of obligation entailed by automobility.
The opportunities for movement afforded by the car also “entail obligations… to be present in a
variety of family, work and leisure time events and situations,” obligations that are not always
welcome. 69
Not all mobility is desirable. When we are stuck in rush-hour traffic, when we have to take time
off of work to transport an elderly parent to the doctor, when we shuttle our children to-andfrom school, friends, or sports, this should be clear. The reason it is rarely recognized as such is
because dependence on cars often comes to appear inevitable; the practice is embedded in the
very structure and organization of our communities. Where political choices lead to a different
communal structure, one that facilitates proximity as much or more than movement over vast
spaces, then the constraints imposed as well as the opportunities enabled for our freedom by
the present system of automobility will become more evident. These choices not only make it
more convenient to walk, bike, and use public transportation, they can make it more feasible
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and appealing to choose not to take a trip at all.70 Only in this way can we achieve a level
playing field upon which a real politics of mobility might emerge.
The key here is to recognize that this emergence is not something that we should look for in
isolation from material conditions. Of the recent studies and articles, mentioned above, which
identify a sharp decline in driving among younger adults, many ask whether this change is a
result of cultural change and choice or economic necessity or other material constraint. The
suggestion is that in the latter case, the change will be ephemeral. One recent article asks: “Are
these the early adopters of an anti-automotive sentiment that soon will sweep the nation?” No,
this author argues, because most who are carless have relatively low incomes. Hence, like
others, he concludes that they are “carless by economic necessity rather than by choice.” 71
This dichotomy is precisely the wrong way to frame the question. It presumes just what this
chapter has challenged – the notion that driving and car ownership reflect, in this formulation,
a universally ‘pro-automotive sentiment.’ Moreover, it presumes that lasting change depends
upon post-materialist attitudes and values; ones disconnected from economic or structural
conditions. Viewed through a different lens, the recent decline in driving is a shift in practice to
be enabled and built upon in ways large and small. The economic context of this shift in
practice means that this support will improve the lives – and expand the freedoms – of many
who are struggling economically.
This chapter represents an attempt to articulate a critique of what I have termed “autofreedom.” In doing so, my goal has been to address a “hard” case. Rather than seeking to draw
upon other values as a trump to the freedoms enabled by automobility, I have sought balance
from within this widely acknowledged value. Doing otherwise raises the specter of paternalism,
with its incumbent strategic and practical risks. Yet while such a critique is necessary, even in a
more fully developed form it is unlikely to be sufficient. That is because there is a plurality of
values to consider in relation to automobility – not just freedom. Yet if we can cultivate a more
balanced appreciation of the relationship between automobility and freedom, we might then
enable a greater openness to this plurality. In that context, deliberation on human flourishing in
relation to mobility can become more explicit, rather than hidden behind an assumption that
questions about automobility entail restrictions on freedom and – by extension – flourishing
itself.
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